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India City Family Restaurant
"Scrumptious Indian Affair"
India City Family Restaurant is a cozy spot to relish appetizing Indian fare
in the heart of the city. The open-air dining area features spaciously laid
out dining booths and a lot of potted plants adding to its serene
ambiance. Peruse its menu to choose from those savory standards like Dal
Handi and Palak Paneer, among other equally appealing preparations.
by neil conway

+91 9935768084

2 Nadesar Road, Imlak Colony, Opposite Taksal Cinema,
Chaukaghat, Varanasi

Kashi Chat Bhandar
"Ultimate Snack Destination"

by Alexas_Fotos

Kashi Chat Bhandar is one of the famous fast food restaurants serving
snacks and Chats. Some of the items they serve are Dahi Bhalla, Aloo
Tikki, Paani Puri, Papri Chat, Mixed Chat and Dahi Masala Chat. In their
sweet menu, Rabri Jalebi is the best. It has a typical Banarasi taste. The
place is very small but is well maintained and clean. The prices are kept as
low as possible so you can come here often with a gang of friends and
enjoy munching some tasty snacks.

+91 542 241 2116

Luxa Road, D 37/49, Godowalia, Sidhgiribagh, Varanasi

The Keshari Restaurant
"A Varanasi Landmark"
The Keshari Restaurant has been a city institution for quite a few decades.
Made famous for its scrumptious local cuisine and friendly service, it
features a convivial setting, complete with wood-paneled ceilings and
walls. A hit with vegetarians, the restaurant's menu has more than 40
types of cottage cheese gravies, along with other toothsome picks.
by Devika_smile

+91 9307857925

D-14/8 Dashashwamedh Road, Opp. Jai Shri Maa Sankatha
Garments, Godowlia, Lahori Tola, Varanasi

Blue Lassi Shop
"Cool the Head"
Lassi, a yogurt drink topped with fruits and spices, is hugely popular in the
Northern side of India, and Varanasi has the atmospheric Blue Lassi Shop
to boast an exclusive shop. Painted in blazing blue, the small outlet is on
the narrow alley leading to the mighty Kashi Vishwanath Temple. The
small seating area has a nice display of photographs. Served in earthen
pots, the drink is a must-try while in India; look no further than this blue
laden charmer to try it out.
+91 9919426427

chanchal.yadav01@yahoo.com

CK 12/1 Kauchari Gali, Varanasi

Jyoti Cafe
"Wholesome Local Grub"

by Rachel Park on Unsplash
on Unsplash

Jyoti Cafe is a neighborhood spot to relish authentic local cuisine
preparations in a no-frills setting. The friendly owners are quite welcoming
of their guests, which usually comprise foreign tourists and locals alike.
Stop in for a hearty breakfast of mueseli curd honey, cornflakes or the
wholesome porridge, even as you get to choose from a wide selection of
lunch and dinner options like aromatic curries, rice dishes, noodles and
chopsuey.

+91 9369141669

32/2 Dashaswmedh Road, Near Khalishpura masjid, Bangali
Tola, Varanasi

Shiv Prasad Lassi Bhandar
"Lassi Stories"
A respite for motorists in the hot sun, and a fancy place for the tourists to
try something native of the locality, Shiv Prasad Lassi Bhandar is a
charmer of sorts. With a backdrop of the mounting Fort that proves
contrasting to its unassuming manner, this place serves delicious Lassi
(sweet curd topped with thickened cream). A highly popular destination in
the city, they serve the lassi in small earthen pots, which undoubtedly
provides a cooling effect. There are wooden benches in the outdoor
setting, but most of the customers are seen standing in a huddle while
relishing.
Off NH 7, Ramnagar
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